Exploiting the undoubtedly exceptional properties of individual nanostructures in macroscopic structures is often challenging. Anisotropic nanoparticles provide the load transfer required for efficient mechanical reinforcement; however, they must be aligned, at high loading, without agglomeration, within a matrix. High-strength fibers are an ideal context to develop nanocomposite systems, since they can be explored with modest quantities of material, while providing an anisotropic environment with a preferred orientation and loading direction. Fibers represent the state-of-the-art of high specific strength materials and are combined with resins to produce high-performance composite structures in a wide range of applications. Nanocomposite fibers provide an extra level of structural hierarchy, reminiscent of many natural materials, such as wood or bone. Mechanical efficiency in such fibers not only depends on the type of nanoreinforcement, including aspect ratio, length, surface chemistry/interfacial properties, and intrinsic stiffness/strength, but also on the fiber microstructure including the matrix crystallinity and orientation of the constituents.^[@ref1]^

One dimensional (1D) nanofillers are particularly well-suited to reinforce structural fibers, since they match the dimensionality, can pack efficiently, and can offer high aspect ratios. Carbon nanotubes have been widely used to reinforce composites/fibers, motivated by their high (specific) strength and stiffness and other functional properties.^[@ref2]^ Promising fibers have been produced *via* a number of techniques,^[@ref3]^ including both dry^[@ref4]^ and wet coagulation spinning.^[@ref5]^ By wet-spinning from nematic liquid crystalline phases of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) in superacids,^[@ref2],[@ref6]^ dense and highly ordered fibers have been produced with an exceptional balance of high strength and electrical/thermal conductivity.^[@ref2],[@ref7]^

Molecular liquid crystalline phases are widely used to spin commercial aramid and pitch-derived carbon fibers, in order to maximize alignment. Liquid crystals (LCs) are mesomorphic ordered states of anisotropic molecules or particles in solvents that bear liquid-like fluidity as well as a degree of crystal-like ordering;^[@ref8]^ a wide variety of such phases have been observed, including in DNA,^[@ref9]^ rod-like virus,^[@ref10]^ amphiphilic polymer,^[@ref11]^ and nanorod systems.^[@ref12]^ In principle, a range of such systems might be adapted to spinning functional fibers. While carbon nanotubes offer many attractive properties, they require high synthesis temperatures, have relatively poor interfacial properties due to their graphitic surface chemistry, and can be difficult to process. Alternative inorganic 1D systems with similar dimensions are known, including some that occur naturally due to geological processes, such as imogolite nanotubes.^[@ref13]^ Imogolite-related nanotubes are more readily manipulated than carbon systems and offer complementary properties, including transparency, oxidation resistance, and intrinsically stronger matrix binding. "Geo-inspired" synthetic versions of (substituted/doped) imogolites, but also of other sulfide, hydroxide, phosphate, and polyoxometalate nanotubes, are now available with well-defined morphologies.^[@ref14]^

Recently, a liquid crystal columnar phase has been discovered in dilute aqueous suspensions of aluminosilicate and aluminogermanate imogolite nanotubes (INTs).^[@ref15]^ The existence of a lyotropic liquid crystal (LLC) phase at low concentration is attributed to strong Coulombic repulsion between high aspect ratio INTs. The INT structure can be described with a three-dimensional (HO)~3~Al~2~O~3~Si(Ge)OH elementary unit arranged in a rolled hexagonal lattice, with hydroxyl groups terminating both the exterior and interior wall.^[@ref16]^ INTs are inorganic analogues of carbon nanotubes,^[@ref17],[@ref18]^ with similar dimensions, but the advantage that they are synthesized at low temperatures (around 100 °C).^[@ref19]^ INTs can respond to external stimuli and to different environments and can be aligned, for example, *via* electric fields^[@ref15],[@ref20]^ or physical deformation.^[@ref21]^ The mechanical properties of INTs, though lower than those of SWCNTs, are still predicted to be significant,^[@ref22]^ with a modulus on the order of 300 GPa. INTs are highly soluble in water and have the potential to form strong interfaces with suitable matrices through their densely hydroxylated surface. INTs have been used as a stiff, strong reinforcement in a variety of polymers to form composites,^[@ref23]−[@ref27]^ and recently electrospun networks,^[@ref28]^ but the opportunities for continuous INT-based (composite) fibers have not yet been explored. Moreover, the electrospinning experiments were limited to an imogolite content no greater than 2 wt %. In this study, we combine synthetic double-walled aluminogermanate INTs (DW Ge-INTs) with poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) to wet-spin imogolite composite monofilament fibers, at high loadings. PVOH is a water-processable polymer that is widely used for wet-spun nanocomposite fiber production,^[@ref5],[@ref29]−[@ref32]^ including with 1D fillers such as carbon nanotubes and nanocellulose. We chose these constituents, as a convenient model system, because lyotropic mesophase formation has been previously observed in PVOH/INT mixtures,^[@ref33]^ and the materials were expected to be highly compatible through hydrogen bonding.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

Characterization of Double-Walled Aluminogermanate Imogolite Nanotube Composite Fiber Dope {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Established sol--gel methods^[@ref13]^ were used to synthesize DW Ge-INTs with monodispersed external diameters of *ca*. 4.3 nm and lengths around 85 nm with some INTs showing lengths up to 500 nm^[@ref13],[@ref15]^ ([Figure S1](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}); a high aspect ratio is preferred for efficient reinforcement in composite fibers^[@ref34]^ and to encourage LC self-organization.^[@ref15]^ In dilute aqueous DW Ge-INT suspensions (volume fraction, ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 0.26%), mesophase formation was observed by polarized optical microscopy (POM), [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(a), in agreement with previous small-angle X-ray scattering data.^[@ref15]^

![(a) Aqueous suspension of DW Ge-INT under cross-POM (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 0.26%); textured photograph displaying a hexagonal columnar liquid-crystal (ColH) phase, 200 μm scale bar. (b) Spinning dope (DW Ge-INT in PVOH/DMSO aqueous) suspension under cross-POM; optical micrograph textures of a mixture that exhibits a mesophase formation, 20 μm scale bar. (c) SEM cryofractured cross-section of a wet-spun DW Ge-INT/PVOH composite fiber with the white arrow indicating fiber axis (note that the cross-section is not perpendicular in relation to the fiber axis here), 50 μm scale bar, and (d) a higher magnification image, 2 μm scale bar. (e) A 2D WAXS pattern of wet-spun DW Ge-INT/PVOH composite fiber (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 3.8%); the fiber axis is vertical and the incident beam is perpendicular to the fiber axis as shown in the sketch; red arrows indicate nanotube contribution (located in planes l\*2π/*T* perpendicularly to the nanotube axes; *T* ≈ 8.5 Å is the period along the nanotube), and blue arrows indicate PVOH scattering features (the *hkl* integers in blue index peaks of crystalline PVOH). (f) Corresponding WAXS diagram along a horizontal line passing through the center of the image in (e). The solid line is the signal from the composite fiber (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 3.8%), and the dotted line from a PVOH fiber (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 0%) taken in the same configuration. The inset corresponds to a scan in the perpendicular direction, *i*.*e*., along the fiber axis. (g) Experimental (open circles) and fitted (red curve) azimuthal profiles of the scattered intensity at *Q* = 0.6 Å^--1^.](nn9b09873_0001){#fig1}

Composite Fiber Dope Characterization {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------

To prepare solutions (dopes) for spinning, DW Ge-INTs were added to a PVOH/dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) aqueous solution at *ca*. 1, 10, 20, and 30 wt %, corresponding to 0.4, 3.8, 8.1, and 13.2 vol % (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~), respectively. DMSO was chosen as the primary solvent, as it more readily dissolves PVOH than water and reduces the temperatures required for processing.^[@ref35]^ POM showed that, at low DW Ge-INT volume fractions (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ ≤ 3.8%), the mixtures remain isotropic without any mesophase formation, similar to the PVOH control (100 wt % PVOH), [Figure S2](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}. However, above 8.1 vol % DW Ge-INTs, birefringent domains indicate a two-phase composition of anisotropic, liquid-crystal-like, and DW Ge-INT domains coexisting with isotropic regions, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(b) and [Figure S2(d),(e)](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}. The initially clear solutions of PVOH and INT maintained clarity on mixing; the optical microscopy, showing birefringence and no scattering, rules out large-scale aggregation in the dopes.^[@ref33]^

Composite fibers were wet-spun and drawn from the DW Ge-INT PVOH/DMSO(aq) dopes (see [Methods and Materials](#sec4){ref-type="other"} for detailed procedure). The resulting composite fibers were found to have predominately circular or ribbon-like profiles *via* scanning electron microscopy (SEM) ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(c) and (d); full fiber series shown in [Figure S3](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}) and were dense without any apparent voids after hot-drawing. The nominal circular radius for the baseline PVOH fibers was *ca*. 20 μm. The DW Ge-INT/PVOH fibers had a nominal circular radius between 15 and 25 μm, with the slightly higher values for higher DW Ge-INT loading (data provided in [Table S2](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}, with thermogravimetric analysis provided in [Figure S4](#notes1){ref-type="notes"} and [Figure S5](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). A high level of birefringence was observed for all fibers by POM ([Figure S6](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}), qualitatively indicative of well-dispersed nanoreinforcement and high degrees of alignment within the microstructure.

The crystallinity and alignment of the PVOH matrix within the composite fibers influences the mechanical properties of the fibers.^[@ref35]^ Postspinning conditioning is often performed by drawing at high temperatures close to the PVOH melting point, but below the degradation temperature. Both molecular orientation with respect to the fiber axis and crystallinity increase with drawing temperature,^[@ref36]^ up to an optimum reported to be approximately 40 °C below the melting point.^[@ref37]^ In this study, the DW Ge-INT PVOH fibers were drawn at 180 °C (melting point *ca*. 226 °C) at a ratio of 1:10 (or 1:5 for ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 13.2%), to improve their mechanical properties. Contrary to observations in random PVOH/imogolite films,^[@ref23]^ differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments ([Figure S7](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}, data provided in [Table S1](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}) showed that the addition of DW Ge-INT to the drawn fibers increased the degree of crystallinity of the PVOH component, from 21.6 wt % crystalline in the pure polymer fiber to 32.4 wt % (50% increase) at ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 8.1%. At the highest loading, ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 13.2%, PVOH crystallinity dropped slightly to 27.2 wt % likely due to the lower attainable draw ratio. The PVOH crystallinity is relatively low in all fibers, compared to maximum literature values (fibers containing PVOH only, ∼55--68 wt % crystallinity),^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ due to the modest spinning parameters applied in these comparative experiments. With larger quantities of INTs, there is scope for optimizing the spinning parameters, for example through increasing dope concentration, reducing bath temperatures, and hot-drawing at higher temperatures. Nevertheless, the DW Ge-INTs clearly act as heterogeneous nucleation sites during the hot-drawing process (as observed for (modified) carbon nanotubes),^[@ref32],[@ref38],[@ref39]^ due to their enhanced alignment and/or compatible hydroxylated surface.

The alignment of both the DW Ge-INTs and the PVOH matrix was assessed by 2D wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) in transmission ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(e)). The intensities are modulated angularly, depending on the degree of orientation of each phase. Linear scans performed along two perpendicular directions of the WAXS pattern provide the scattering signal *I*(*Q*) at azimuthal angles τ = 0° and 90°, respectively parallel and perpendicular to the fiber axis ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(e)). The scattering features can be indexed to crystalline PVOH and DW Ge-INTs ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(e) and (f)). Crystalline PVOH has space group *P*2~1/*m*~ with unit cell parameters *a* = 7.81 Å, *b* = 2.52 Å, *c* = 5.51 Å, and γ = 91.7°.^[@ref40]^ The corresponding Bragg peaks are labeled by three Miller indices *h*, *k*, and *l*, as usual. The average crystallite sizes (*L*), estimated by the Scherrer equation (tabulated in [Table S4](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}), are rather similar in both *c*\* (*L* ≈ 30 nm) and *a*\* (*L* ≈ 25 nm) directions, in good agreement with a commercial PVOH fiber reference (Kuralon 1239, *L* ≈ 20 nm, [Figure S9](#notes1){ref-type="notes"} and [Table S4](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). For DW Ge-INTs, nanotube scattering is simply "indexed" by an integer *l*. Since these DW Ge-INTs are periodic along their long axis, with period *T* ≈ 8.5 Å, their scattered intensity is located in reciprocal planes perpendicular to their long axis, at , with *l* integer.^[@ref16],[@ref41]^ The scattered intensity below *Q* \< 0.8 Å^--1^ lies in the equatorial plane *l* = 0 and displays large oscillations characteristic of the squared form factor of double-walled nanotubes without any positional ordering^[@ref13]^ ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(e)). Specifically, the three strong intensity maxima (indicated with red arrows in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(f)) match those observed for DW Ge-INTs diluted individually in suspension (refer to Figure 1 in Amara *etal*.).^[@ref13]^ The DW Ge-INTs (which are monodispersed in diameter) do not form bundles within the fibers; if they did, the intensity would be the convolution of this square form factor with the structure factor of the corresponding bidimensional lattice.^[@ref42],[@ref43]^ The *l* = 0 intensity is maximum for τ = 90° ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(f)), indicating that DW Ge-INTs are preferentially aligned along the fiber axis. The most intense scattering signal from amorphous PVOH is located around 1.4 Å^--1^, corresponding to the interchain distance in amorphous PVOH. However, the 101 and 101 peaks of crystalline PVOH appear at around the same spacing, with the chains aligned along the *b⃗* axis of the unit cell.^[@ref44]^ These amorphous and crystalline signals are maximum for τ = 90°, perpendicular to the fiber axis, showing that the PVOH chains are preferentially oriented along the fiber axis, like the DW Ge-INTs.

The degree of alignment can be quantified using the orientation order parameter, based on a formalism developed previously for SWCNT fibers^[@ref45]^ and detailed in the [Supporting Information](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}. The angular distribution of the Ge-INT and PVOH scattering features at *Q* = 0.6 and 1.4 Å^--1^ can be fitted to a Lorentzian distribution (example in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(g) for ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 3.8%; other fits in [Figure S8](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). Orientation distribution probability in real space is deduced from the angular distribution in reciprocal space. The corresponding order parameters can be derived for both DW Ge-INTs and PVOH, where θ is the angle between the fiber axis and nanotube or PVOH chain axes ([Table S3](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). Due to the overlap of the diffuse amorphous peak of PVOH with the 101 and 101 crystalline peaks, a single, combined PVOH orientation parameter was determined. PVOH orientation increased strongly on adding DW Ge-INT, from *S* = 0.5 in the pure polymer fiber to *S* ≈ 0.9 for ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 0.4, 3.8, and 8.1%. However, at ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 13.2%, the alignment of both the nanoreinforcement and matrix began to decline, to *S* = 0.83 and ≤0.7 for the DW Ge-INT and PVOH matrix, respectively. As discussed further in the [Supporting Information](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}, in this case, the polymer alignment appears to become bimodal, consistent with the onset of disordered segregation of the DW Ge-INTs.

Tensile Properties of Composite Fibers {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------------

The continuous composite fibers were collected (an example is shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(b)) and then sampled for mechanical characterization. The tensile properties were normalized by linear density to give values in (N tex^--1^), which is conventional for textile fibers, as it avoids errors due to uncertain fiber diameters, particularly for noncircular cross sections. For comparison with other nanomaterial studies, however, these values were converted to strengths (GPa) using the fiber average cross-sectional areas deduced from the ratio of the measured linear density and calculated bulk density, which were also consistent with measured cryofractured cross-sections (SEM). The linear densities for all composite fibers was between 1 and 4.5 tex (*i*.*e*., grams per kilometer of fiber). The mechanical property trends are consistent with both approaches; however area-normalized strength and stiffness values show larger relative improvements, since the DW Ge-INTs have a significantly higher density (3.6 g cm^--3^; for determination see [Supporting Information](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}) than the polymer (1.269 and 1.345 g cm^--3^ for amorphous and crystalline PVOH, respectively).^[@ref46]^ Typical tensile stress--strain curves of wet-spun and hot-drawn composite fibers ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(d) to (f) and [Table S5](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}) show that the addition of DW Ge-INTs increased the strength and stiffness of the composite fibers, for volume fractions 3.8% and 8.1%. At higher concentrations (13.2%), the addition of DW Ge-INT was less effective, as expected, given that the WAXS studies showed reduced alignment of the nanotubes and of the polymer with respect to the fiber axis and DSC indicated a lower degree of PVOH crystallinity. As is typical for nanoreinforced systems, the strain-to-failure decreased in all cases. All fibers showed a consistent stress--strain profile with an initial yield at 0.5% strain attributed to the yield of the amorphous PVOH component, common to all samples. The composite fiber with ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 8.1% exhibited the highest stiffness (24.1 ± 1.8 GPa) and strength (794 ± 50 MPa), an increase of 143% and 30% compared to the pure PVOH fiber (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 0%) stiffness (9.9 ± 2.6 GPa) and strength (603 ± 71 MPa), respectively; on the other hand, the strain-to-failure decreased from *ca*. 9% to 5.5%. The increases are particularly significant, given the high absolute baseline of the matrix. However, depending on the polymer tacticity and processing parameters (drawing), the mechanical properties of pure PVOH fibers can vary significantly. Highly syndiotactic PVOH fibers (diad syndiotacticity 69%) with optimized processing can reach stiffness and strengths up to 38 GPa and 1400 MPa,^[@ref35]^ suggesting that further improvements with regard to matrix alignment/microstructure are possible. Qualitatively, the mechanical performance of the DW Ge-INT/PVOH fibers follows the trends observed in both matrix crystallinity and INT alignment. The key question of how much of the enhancement in the DW Ge-INT/PVOH fiber performance is due to direct reinforcement, rather than the polymer microstructure, can be addressed by comparison to (model) predictions.

![(a) Cartoon of DW Ge-INTs in a PVOH matrix. (b) Photograph of continuous wet-spun DW Ge-INT/PVOH composite fibers formed on a winder. (c) Photographs of the autonomic healing process: (i) a failed composite fiber, (ii) a heat droplet of water is pipetted onto the two fractured surfaces, (iii) the fiber is healed *via* an evaporation-induced self-assembly process. The black arrow highlights the position of the break in the top and bottom image. (d--f) Mechanical properties of DW Ge-INT/PVOH composite fibers with a comparison to a PVOH fiber baseline, ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 0%. (d) Characteristic stress--strain curves, (e) tensile modulus with a theoretical tensile modulus (from a modified Krenchel's model in GPa) depicted by a dashed line, and (f) tensile strength. Morphology and mechanical properties of EISA-healed DW Ge-INT/PVOH composite fibers. (g) Scanning electron micrographs of composite fiber (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 8.1%) after failure and (h) after the evaporation-induced self-assembly healing process. A white arrow indicates a similar position before and after the process; 100 μm scale bar. (i) Characteristic stress--strain curves of healed fibers, (j) tensile modulus with healing efficiency as a percentage of original stiffness, and (k) tensile stress with healing efficiency as a percentage of original strength for healed DW Ge-INT/PVOH composite fibers. The PVOH fiber (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 0%) could not be healed using the EISA procedure. The Imperial logo is used with permission from Imperial College London.](nn9b09873_0002){#fig2}

Krenchel's micromechanical model predicts stiffness using a rule of mixtures approach, modified to take account of orientation and finite length effects; by adding an additional term, the effects of varying matrix crystallinity can also be included (see [Supporting Information](#notes1){ref-type="notes"} for further details). There is excellent agreement between the predictions of the model and the experimental data when applying known values for DW Ge-INT loading/length/alignment and PVOH crystallinity, as well as the moduli of the different components (see dotted line, [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (e)); notably, there are no additional free fitting parameters. The quality of the fit confirms a strong filler--matrix interaction and indicates, again, that the dispersion is excellent for the majority of the samples, only deviating at the highest loading fraction. The increase in tensile modulus for the majority of composite fibers can therefore be attributed to the high intrinsic stiffness of the DW Ge-INTs (328 GPa);^[@ref22]^ however, the increased PVOH crystallinity also contributes significantly. As an example, the Krenchel model predicts an increase in modulus from 10.6 GPa to 26.1 GPa on increasing the DW Ge-INT loading from ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 0% (pure PVOH fiber) to ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 8.1%, respectively. This 15.5 GPa increase can be assigned as follows: +10.8 GPa (69.4%) due to the DW Ge-INT reinforcement; +5.6 GPa (36.2%) due to the increase PVOH crystallinity (20.6 vol % to 35.8 vol %), balanced by a reduced amorphous contribution of −0.9 GPa (−5.6%). The orientation of the PVOH is not included in the model, as not all the parameters are known; however, since the polymer order parameter is similar (*S*~PVOH~ ≈ 0.9) across the range of stiffer nanocomposites, it is clear that the INT content and PVOH crystallinity are the key factors.

Self-Healing High-Strength Fibers {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------

Despite recent advances in self-healing hydrogels,^[@ref47]^ films,^[@ref48],[@ref49]^ and composites,^[@ref50]^ high-performance, self-healing fibers have yet to be produced. Polymer composite systems can have higher strengths, but so far only the matrix is healed, never the fibers, limiting the scope for repair.^[@ref50]^ Truly self-repairing structural materials, based on composites,^[@ref51]^ would require self-healing fibers, a particularly important yet challenging target. Typically, the highest performance structural fibers are based on glassy,^[@ref52]^ semicrystalline,^[@ref53]^ or cross-linked polymers^[@ref54]^ that fail irreversibly, even when reinforced with stiff nanomaterials.^[@ref5],[@ref55]^ While healable fibers have been reported, based on a carboxylated polyurethane matrix,^[@ref56]^ the absolute mechanical properties were very low before and after healing, on the order of a few MPa for tensile strength and stiffness. A more promising route to produce a self-healing material would combine a nanoreinforcement with a matrix that can re-form dynamically in response to a suitable stimulus,^[@ref57]^ as demonstrated for adhesive films.^[@ref58]^ The INT fibers developed in the current study are promising possible prototypes that may be self-stiffening under dynamic stresses,^[@ref59]^ since with plasticization, the INT mesophase may provide a mechanism for self-organization.^[@ref60]^

Strikingly, the DW Ge-INT-reinforced PVOH nanocomposite fibers show a significant degree of healability, at an exceptionally high absolute strength and stiffness, using water as a medium for self-healing. The process of evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) was simple: a droplet of water was injected onto the fractured region of the fiber and allowed to evaporate, allowing spontaneous associations to form an organized, repaired structure ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(c) and [Supporting Video S1](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}, with snapshots before and after EISA shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(g) and (h), respectively).^[@ref61]^ As PVOH is not mobile at room temperature, in this EISA procedure, the droplet was heated above the PVOH glass transition temperature of ∼80 °C to allow the system to relax. The healing aspect of the approach was strongly linked to the presence and concentration of DW Ge-INTs. Indeed, in the absence of DW Ge-INTs in the composite fiber (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 0%), the EISA procedure did not fuse the fractured surfaces sufficiently for any further mechanical tests. Instead, internal relaxation of the aligned polymer caused the fibers to distort and contract away from contact ([Figure S10](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). This response highlights the challenge of healing high-performance fibers: excellent mechanical properties require aligned polymers, generally incompatible with the relaxation required for healing.

Given these difficulties, the mechanical properties of nanocomposite fibers recovered surprisingly well after healing ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(i) to (k), individual stress--strain curves are shown in [Figure S11](#notes1){ref-type="notes"} and tabulated properties available in [Table S6](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). The maximum recovered stiffness reached 8.1 GPa (16.2 N tex^--1^) or 44% of the initial unbroken values, for the fiber with the highest nanofiller loading (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 13.2%). In principle, the healed stiffness is, numerically, a function of gauge length, but the values demonstrate a functionally useful degree of repair. More importantly, the strength recovery was also significant (19%), with the maximum recovered strength again shown at highest loadings (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 13.2%, 98 MPa (0.05 N tex^--1^)). Qualitatively, POM ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) showed some disorder in the birefringence after healing, but a degree of alignment was retained in the previously fractured region. The failure mechanism for healed fibers was typically more brittle than the original fibers, as expected given the presence of a defective region.

![Optical microscopy (top, without polarizers) and cross-POM (middle, 0°/90°, and bottom, 0°/90°, at higher magnification) micrographs showing the birefringence of a DW Ge-INT/PVOH composite fiber (ϕ~DW Ge-INT~ = 8.1%), (a) before failure, (b) fractured fiber, and (c) healed fiber; 100 μm scale bar for all frames.](nn9b09873_0003){#fig3}

The DW Ge-INTs may enable the healing process by a number of mechanisms. First, they form a higher surface area, fibrillated failure surface that is more rapidly softened by the water and which provides greater overlap between the broken sections. At the same time, they provide a highly anisotropic scaffold that maintains the oriented fiber structure during the rearrangement of the polymer and likely a template/nucleating surface for subsequent polymer recrystallization. The 2D WAXS patterns ([Figure S8](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}) and the DSC data ([Table S1](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}) highlight the ability of the DW Ge-INTs to enhance oriented crystallization within the fibers. The small diameter of the DW Ge-INTs, on the order of the radius of gyration of the polymer implies direct contact with the majority of PVOH molecules. While the rheology of such colloidal rod systems is still under study, the long length of the DW Ge-INTs implies slow rotational relaxation.^[@ref62]^ The ability to form mesophases in dilute DW Ge-INT/PVOH solutions may also aid the EISA healing procedure, by encouraging and maintaining local alignment within the repair parallel to the undamaged oriented fiber structure, even when plasticized. The response is quite different from simple thermoplastic melting, which does not preserve morphology or alignment. It is also different from many other self-healing systems that rely on a very soft mobile phase interpenetrating with a more rigid phase, since both the INT and the (re)crystallized PVOH are stiff and highly anisotropic.

While the healing efficiency can be high (80--100%), self-healing systems^[@ref55]^ based on hydrogels or supramolecular motifs have low mechanical properties (strengths \<1 MPa;^[@ref58]^ stiffness ∼10--100 MPa) and long recovery times (1 to 24 h), due to the molecular interdiffusion required.^[@ref47]^ Bulk thermoplastics can be remelted at temperature, but the lack of alignment limits strength to below 100 MPa, with poor shape control; reversibly cross-linked resins require elevated temperatures for extended periods and have intermediate properties;^[@ref63]^ autonomous liquid resin infused crack repair is challenging to implement due to the need to incorporate reactive monomers and the associated parasitic weight of capsules or vasculature.^[@ref50],[@ref64]^ This latter type of self-healing composite fiber only repairs the matrix, not the primary load-bearing reinforcements, which remain unbroken. In general, there is an expected trade-off between the mechanical properties and the healing efficiency.^[@ref65]^ The healing of imogolite-based fibers can take place in relatively short time scales (*t* \< 10 min) and at relatively low temperature (95 °C), with excellent absolute performance compared to all other systems. This healing process uses straightforward, benign conditions; there are no reactive monomers and no toxic solvents, and the temperature is well below that often used for structural composite repairs *in situ*, as well as below the boiling point of water where bubble formation could cause damage.^[@ref66]^ A comparison of the imogolite fibers with the tensile properties reported for other known self-healing materials ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) highlights their exceptional performance. There is a general trend between initial tensile modulus and healed strength, following the usual relation between strength and stiffness observed in the well-known Ashby plots for material properties.^[@ref67]^ The INT-PVOH composite fibers extend the mechanical performance range of healable materials by 2 orders of magnitude, in tension, and demonstrate that it may be possible to produce structural fibers that are healable at the microscale component level. The potential to improve reliability and extend a material's lifetime through the use of smart textiles,^[@ref68]^ which can recover after an initial failure,^[@ref69],[@ref70]^ is desirable in many applications including for composite materials, ropes/cords, wearable technologies, and environmentally responsive fabrics.^[@ref71]^ While PVOH is a water-sensitive polymer, it is already used commercially, including in fiber form, with some less soluble grades marketed for reinforcement of concrete, mortars, and some thermoplastics, as well as components of ropes/cords. Interestingly, the addition of DW Ge-INTs reduces water uptake very significantly, from around 60 wt % to 5 wt % after extended exposure ([Figure S5](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}), again highlighting the intimate interaction between nanofiller and matrix. This stabilization may broaden the applicability of PVOH fibers; however, there is also scope to develop the self-healing mechanism in other 1D nanofiller/matrix combinations or to adapt imogolites to more hydrophobic matrices with suitable chemistry.^[@ref72],[@ref73]^ From an economic standpoint, other geologically available materials, such halloysite nanotubes, may be relevant since they form interesting mesophases^[@ref74]^ and are available at low cost from abundant deposits worldwide.^[@ref75]^

![Healed ultimate tensile stress (UTS) against initial tensile modulus for self-healing materials tested in pure tension, after complete failure. Data for DW Ge-INT/PVOH composite fibers tested here are highlighted within the circle. The filled colors for each point relate to the healing efficiencies from initial to healed UTS. Tabulated literature values and their corresponding references are provided in [Table S7](#notes1){ref-type="notes"} and [Table S8](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}.](nn9b09873_0004){#fig4}

Conclusions {#sec3}
===========

In summary, high-performance, healable composite fibers were produced by reinforcing poly(vinyl alcohol) with double-walled aluminogermanate imogolite nanotubes. At higher DW Ge-INT concentrations in the fiber spinning dope, a biphasic liquid crystal formed, including anisotropic discrete DW Ge-INT domains. Nanocomposite fibers prepared by coagulation spinning from these dopes showed significant alignment (WAXS) of both constituents, DW Ge-INTs and PVOH, and increased PVOH crystallinity (DSC). These imogolite nanotube-reinforced polymer fibers are conceptually analogous to the more widely studied carbon nanotube-reinforced systems, while offering a different portfolio of properties, including transparency and oxidation resistance. Although the imogolite is crystalline, in composite terms, the system might loosely be described as a "nanoglass" fiber version of "nanocarbon" fiber reinforcements. The absolute mechanical performance of the fibers (24 GPa (14.1 N tex^--1^) and 0.8 GPa (0.45 N tex^--1^), respectively, with a strain-to-failure of 5.3%) is encouraging and consistent with other nanoreinforced PVOH studies. The DW Ge-INTs provide both direct reinforcement and matrix refinement, exploiting a convenient, colorless nanomaterial which can be synthesized at high yield, and wet-spun at room temperature, in aqueous environments. Most notably, the presence of the nanofiller allowed a significant proportion of the properties of the fiber to be recovered after fracture (up to ∼44% and ∼19% of the original tensile stiffness and strength, respectively, and 66% of the original strain-to-failure). Further improvements to this system are anticipated, for example using longer or more monodispersed DW Ge-INTs, as well as using a more crystalline polymer (for example, PVOH with controlled tacticity). While healing of relatively weak gels and isotropic resins has been demonstrated, the repair of high-performance fibers is much more challenging. This embodiment of a healable fiber, with performance in the structural range, provides a route toward fully self-healing composite structures, in which the primary fibers, not just the matrix, can be repaired. In principle, wet-spinning is a simple and scalable route, widely used for high-performance fibers, including polyaramids, such as Kevlar, and PAN precursors for carbon fiber. The fundamental strategy established in this paper is worthy of further mechanistic study and may be developed broadly using other nanoreinforced fiber systems to improve performance, cyclability, and environmental tolerance, toward a range of applications.

Methods and Materials {#sec4}
=====================

The imogolite nanotubes were synthesized using aluminum perchlorate nonahydrate (ACS reagent, ≥98%) and tetraethoxygermanium (TEOG, ≥99.95%) in urea (CO(NH~2~)~2~, ACS reagent, 99%). The matrix used for the composite fibers was PVOH (Mowiol 56--98, MW ≈ 195 000, 98.0--98.8 mol % hydrolysis, Kuraray Co. Ltd., JP), which was used in the composite fiber dope when dissolved into DMSO (ACS reagent, ≥99.9%), purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, GB. The coagulation bath solution for fiber production contained acetone (99.5% GPR RECTAPUR) purchased from VWR, GB.

Synthesis and Characterization of DW Ge-INT {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------------

Double-walled aluminogermanate imogolite nanotubes (nominal formula (HO)~3~Al~2~O~3~GeOH) were synthesized using a single-step process, as described in detail elsewhere.^[@ref13]^ Typically, the synthesis consists in the co-precipitation of TEOG with a dilute (*C* = 0.2 mol L^--1^) aluminum perchlorate solution in a Teflon beaker using the imogolite stoichiometric ratio \[Al\]/\[Ge\] = 2. Then, a urea solution was added at room temperature up to a \[urea\]/\[Al\] ratio of 1. The thermal decomposition of urea produces *in situ* hydroxyl ions (two hydroxyls per urea molecule) homogeneously distributed in the solution. Immediately after mixing, the solution was transferred into an autoclave and placed in an oven at 140 °C for 5 days. After hydrothermal synthesis, the DW Ge-INT suspension was cooled and dialyzed against ultrapure water using 10 kDa membranes (Spectra/Por) until the conductivity fell below 5 μS cm^--1^;^[@ref43]^ the resultant suspension was approximately pH 6. The DW Ge-INT suspension was recovered, and its mass concentration was determined by weight loss upon drying. The final concentration of the DW Ge-INT suspension corresponds to an initial volume fraction (ϕ) 0.26%, a value close to 0.22%, where a columnar phase was reported.^[@ref15]^ As-dialyzed DW Ge-INT aqueous suspensions were stored in airtight vials to limit evaporation.

Morphology Characterization of DW Ge-INTs {#sec4.2}
-----------------------------------------

The DW Ge-INTs synthesized had an average diameter of 4.3 ± 0.4 nm and average length of 85 ± 56 nm (statistics performed on 100 nanotubes observed by transmission electron microscopy), with very long aspect DW Ge-INTs also observed at *ca*. 500 nm. Micrographs of synthesized DW Ge-INT can be found in [Figure S1](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken using a JEOL-2010F electron microscope, JEOL Ltd., GB, or on a JEOL1400 electron microscope operating at 80 kV. One drop of a dilute imogolite suspension (∼1 mg L^--1^) was deposited on a carbon-coated copper grid (lacey carbon films on 200 mesh, Agar Scientific, GB) lying on an absorbent paper and dried in air. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrographs were taken in tapping mode using a Digital Instruments Multimode VIII AFM with a Nanoscope IV controller. All AFM micrographs were recorded with a resolution of 512 lines and with a typical scanning speed of 1 Hz on prepared silicon substrates (Si wafer chips, Agar Scientific Ltd., GB), which were submerged in a freshly prepared 3:1 mixture of H~2~SO~4~ (98%) and H~2~O~2~ (32%), before washing with copious deionized water and drying at 120 °C. All micrographs were processed using NanoScope Analysis v1.40 (R2Sr), Bruker Corporation, US.

Wet Spinning Production of DW Ge-INT/PVOH Fibers {#sec4.3}
------------------------------------------------

### DW Ge-INT/PVOH Dopant Preparation {#sec22}

To make the initial dopant mixture, a PVOH in DMSO solution was made (105 °C, 4 h, 50 mg mL^--1^); then deionized water was added to maintain a fixed volume ratio of 4:1 DMSO/water (90 °C) prior to DW Ge-INT addition. An as-dialyzed DW Ge-INT aqueous suspension was then slowly pipet dripped (9 mg mL^--1^, 0.75 mL h^--1^) into the PVOH/DMSO aqueous solution held at 90 °C under vigorous stirring (800 rpm) to produce the spinning dope. The concentration of DW Ge-INT in the dopant was varied by diluting the fixed volume of DW Ge-INT aqueous suspension added to the PVOH/DMSO/water solution.

### Production of DW Ge-INT/PVOH Composite Fibers {#sec21}

The room-temperature dope was collected into a 20 mL syringe and continuously injected through a 21-gauge (0.514 mm diameter) needle using a syringe pump (KDS 100, KDS Scientific Ltd., US) at 10 mL h^--1^ into a rotating bath of antisolvent (acetone, between 20 and 25 °C), at an effective solution speed of 4.5 m min^−1^ at injection point, to coagulate the composite fibers.^[@ref30]^

As-spun fibers were then soaked in acetone (30 min), transferred into a desiccator containing saturated ammonium sulfate solution, and kept at 81% relative humidity until further processing. The DW Ge-INT/PVOH wet-spun composite fibers were then hot-drawn using a microfiber conditioning unit (DSM Xplore, Xplore Instruments BV, NL). The fibers were stretched under tension between two drum winders, with the initial winder speed set to 50 cm min^--1^ and final 500 cm min^−1^, while traveling through a split furnace (30 cm in length) operated at 180 °C, resulting in a constant draw ratio of 1:10 for all except for ϕ~DW\ Ge\ INT~ = 13.2%, which had a maximum attainable draw ratio of 1:5 (50 cm min^−1^:250 cm min^−1^). The total thread line torque was maintained at 50 N m. Note: Fibers were kept taut for 30 min to prevent contraction after hot-drawing. Further improvements to this system are anticipated, for example using longer or more monodispersed DW Ge-INTs, optimizing drawing conditions, as well as using an intrinsically more crystalline polymer (for example, PVOH with controlled tacticity).

Characterization of DW Ge-INT/PVOH Composite Fibers {#sec4.4}
---------------------------------------------------

### Composite Fiber Morphology and Composition {#sec24}

The morphology of the fibers was investigated by polarized optical microscope (DM2500P, Leica Microsystems Ltd., GB) fitted with a DFC295 camera (Leica Application Suite v4.0.0, ∞/1.1 HI PLAN 40×/0.50) or on a BX51-P (Olympus Optical Co. Ltd., JP) equipped with a charge-coupled device camera and through high-resolution field emission gun SEM (LEO1525 Gemini, Carl Zeiss AG, CH) at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV at a working distance of *ca*. 10 mm. The samples were coated with a 10 nm layer of Cr using a sputter coater (Q300T T, Quorum Technologies Ltd., GB), operating at a pressure of 70 mbar. All other SEM preparation supplies were bought from Agar Scientific, GB. The composition of the composite fiber cross-section was probed using energy-dispersive X-ray analysis in combination with SEM using INCA suite software V4.15, 2009, Oxford Instruments Plc., GB, at an acceleration voltage of 10 kV.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a TGA/DSC 1 (Mettler-Toledo International Inc., CH), with a GC200 flow controller, using STARe software v12.00C. The samples were heated under nitrogen (60 sccm) from 30 to 100 °C at 35 °C min^--1^ and then held isothermally at 100 °C for 30 min to dry; the temperature was then ramped to 750 °C at 10 °C min^--1^.

### Crystallinity and Alignment of PVOH and Imogolite Reinforcer in Composite Fibers {#sec25}

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC 3, processed using STARe software V.16.20, Mettler-Toledo International Inc., CH) thermal analysis was conducted to determine the PVOH crystallinity in the drawn fibers. Fibers were collected into bundles of approximately 2 mg and placed into aluminum pans, which were analyzed in a nitrogen atmosphere. The samples were cycled twice from 35 to 250 °C at a heating rate and cooling rate of 10 °C min^--1^. Due to the similar melting and decomposition temperatures, the two endothermic peaks often overlapped. The melting and decomposition temperatures were nonetheless found to be approximately 225 and 233 °C, respectively, from samples with well-defined peaks. Overlapped peaks were thus deconvoluted by peak fitting a bi-Gaussian peak for melting and a Gaussian peak for decomposition around the two specified temperatures. All samples were visually inspected for decomposition after DSC experiments, which was indicated by a brown coloration. The melting peak areas were found by integrating the fitted bi-Gaussian peaks, and the melting enthalpy was compared to pure crystalline PVOH (156 J g^--1^)^[@ref76]^ to determine the crystallinity of samples.

WAXS measurements were performed inside a vacuum chamber to avoid scattering by air. Measurements were carried out on a rotating anode (model RU H3R, Rigaku Corporation, JP) using Cu Κα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) delivered by a multilayer W/Si optics. Two-dimensional scattering patterns were recorded on a MAR345 detector (marXperts GmbH, DE) perpendicular to the incident beam, placed at a distance of 148 mm from the fiber sample. For each measurement, the fiber was kept perpendicular to the incident X-ray beam. Linear scans were performed along two perpendicular translations of the scattering pattern corresponding to azimuthal angles τ = 0° (parallel to the fiber axis) and τ = 90° (perpendicular to the fiber axis). In addition, angular profiles of scattered intensity were performed at constant *Q* = 0.6 and 1.4 Å^--1^, corresponding to scattering from the DW Ge-INTs in the plane *l* = 0 and from PVOH.

### Mechanical Properties of DW Ge-INT/PVOH Composite Fibers {#sec27}

The mechanical response was observed under a tensile load following the standard BS ISO 11566:1996 adapted for use with composite/PVOH fibers and in conjunction with *in situ* video recording. Composite fibers were fixed on card frames with a gauge length of 15 ± 0.5 mm using an epoxy adhesive (50/50 hardener to resin, Araldite Rapid adhesive, Huntsman Advanced Materials Ltd., GB). Tensile tests of single composite fibers were carried out on a TST350 tensile stress tester with integrated heating stage (Linkam Scientific Instruments Ltd., GB) with a 20 N load cell operating at 1 mm min^--1^ crosshead speed at room temperature. At least 10 samples were tested for each as-wet spun and drawn variation. The determination of average linear density in tex (δ~L~, 1 tex = 1 g km^--1^ = 1 mg m^--1^) was performed by measuring length and weight of the fiber samples by a ruler (over 600 mm to the nearest mm) and using a TGA/DSC 1LF/UMX Ultra Micro balance (Mettler-Toledo International Inc., CH), respectively. The composite fiber's average tensile strength was calculated using δ~L~/δ~B,~ where δ~L~ and δ~B~ are linear and bulk fiber densities, respectively. This method of determining fiber strength is classically carried out by the textile industry, where natural fiber diameter variation can unduly influence strength appraisal. Subsequently, tex-determined strengths provide a less biased evaluation than cross-sectional area determined strengths. The bulk fiber density was calculated from the densities and volume fraction of each component amorphous PVOH (1.269 g cm^--3^),^[@ref46]^ crystalline PVOH (1.345 g cm^--3^),^[@ref46]^ and DW Ge-INT (3.6 g cm^--3^ for determination; see [Supporting Information](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}), excluding the contribution of any interparticle void volume.

### Evaporation-Induced Self-Assembly Healing Procedure for DW Ge-INT/PVOH Composite Fibers {#sec23}

Immediately after the first tensile failure of the specimen, the two fractured ends were returned to their initial extension in the tensile tester. The fiber fractures were often not clean breaks, allowing the two fractured surfaces to be returned parallel and adjacent to each other. Evaporation-induced self-assembly was performed using a droplet of water (200 mL), which was applied to the fractured region of the fiber ends and then heated to 95 °C for 10 min using the integrated heater until all the water had evaporated. For healed specimens, secondary tensile tests were conducted to determine the recovery strength and stiffness, following the previously described protocol. Mechanical properties of the healed fibers were determined using the as-spun linear density. This approach generates conservative values, ignoring any improvements in true strength and stiffness, due to the modest reduction in cross-section during the initial mechanical test, but is more relevant to the performance of healed structures. Healed composite fiber strains were measured from the onset load applied during the tensile test, with the gauge length defined, throughout, by the original gauge of the card frame support. Healing efficiencies (α) were calculated using the following equations:where *E*~original~ and *E*~healed~ are the tensile modulus of original and healed fibers, and σ~original~ and σ~healed~ are the tensile strength of original and healed fibers, respectively. Healed fibers' tensile properties were determined using the tex previously determined for the wet-spun and drawn fibers, with at least five healed specimens tested to provide average values. Not all of the original fibers were successfully healed due to difficulties in returning the fractured surfaces to be adjacent to one another in the tensile tester. A different camera was used to record the autonomic healing process, MG223B PoE E0022522 iMETRUM Ltd., GB, using associated capture software v5.3.2, which was mounted directly to the DM2500P microscope's camera viewport, which is available in [Supporting Video S1](#notes1){ref-type="notes"} (note: the video is sped up by ×2).

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.9b09873](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.9b09873?goto=supporting-info).Figures and further discussions, including additional microscopy ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b09873/suppl_file/nn9b09873_si_001.pdf))Optical microscopy movie of DW Ge-INT/PVOH composite fiber; tensile failure followed by evaporation-induced self-assembly healing procedure and second tensile test ([MP4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b09873/suppl_file/nn9b09873_si_002.mp4))
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